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A B S T R A C T

Al/AlO𝑥/Al tunnel junctions, also known as Josephson Junctions, are key components of many established and
emerging electronic devices. They are an essential component of superconducting qubits. A major drawback is
a lack of understanding of how the amorphous AlO𝑥 barrier influences the electron transport properties. In this
work we combined Tight Binding Density Functional Theory (DFTB) with Non Equilibrium Greens Function
(NEGF) to study computationally several Al/AlO𝑥/Al with different barrier lengths. The simulations reveal a
weak exponential relationship between barrier length and resistance of the device. However, considerable
variability is found between junctions of similar barrier length. The calculations provide evidence of an
‘‘effective’’ barrier length significantly smaller than the actual (physical) barrier length. The resistance and
effective barrier is found to be sensitively influenced by the local atomic structure of the amorphous barrier,
which explains the junction to junction variability.
1. Introduction

One of the most popular qubit architectures is the superconducting
qubit, which relies on the physics of the Josephson Junction (JJ) [1].
One of the main challenges faced in quantum computing systems is
decoherence time of each qubit, which is often linked to two level
defects within the JJ structure [2]. JJs are tri-layer systems that consist
of two superconductors separated by a thin insulating barrier, typically
Al/AlO𝑥/Al. The thin oxide barrier is amorphous which is considered
one of the main causes for noise and decoherence in qubit circuits [3].
There is still a poor understanding from an atomic perspective of
how the structure of the amorphous oxide affects performance and
subsequent failures in qubit applications.

There are many different variables within JJs structure that can sen-
sitively influence qubit’s stability and performance [4]. Barrier length is
considered a key junction parameter, with typical barrier lengths rang-
ing between 1–2 nm. However, the physical barrier length is difficult
to determine and control. It has been shown that the effective barrier
length can be orders of magnitude smaller than the physical (actual)
barrier length [5]. Thus, it is critical to understand the nature of trans-
port through the barrier. The current flow between Al under an applied
drain bias consists of electron tunneling through the thin insulating
barrier. In this work we combine Tight Binding Density Functional
methods (DFTB) and Non-Equilibrium Greens Function (NEGF) for an
efficient method to probe theoretically the influence of the barrier
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length and atomic structure on the electron transport of Al/AlO𝑥/Al
tunnel barriers.

The main aim is to understand, from an atomistic level and prospec-
tive, how electron transport is affected by the atomic structure of
the amorphous barrier. Through our simulation, we can explore the
existence of an ‘‘effective barrier length’’ over a physical one and un-
derstand what structural effects lead to the reduction of this parameter.

2. Simulation methodology

All calculations were carried out using the QuantumATK-2021 soft-
ware [6]. The electronic properties of the Al/AlO𝑥/Al tunnel junctions
were simulated with DFTB using the ‘‘matsci-0-3’’ parameter set [7,8].
Although a semi-empirical method parameterized for certain systems
with DFT, it has been shown to be transferable and suggests it can
describe the important physics of the systems with reasonable accuracy
whilst significantly reducing the computational cost [9]. The electron
transport properties of the junction were studied using non-equilibrium
Green’s function (NEGF), a powerful tool for a three-dimensional,
atomistic treatment of transport. The amorphous oxide barrier was built
by simulated annealing method using Molecular Dynamics as described
several times in the literature using the ‘‘ReaxFF’’ force field [10]. The
final device model is periodic in 𝑥 and 𝑦 with open boundary conditions
in the transport direction, z. A Monkhorst–Pack grid k-point sampling
vailable online 30 August 2022
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a model Al/AlO𝑥/Al Junction studied in this work. Grey-Aluminum, Red-Oxygen. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Computed Resistance vs Barrier Length. The red line is an exponential fit to
guide the eye. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Computed Transmission Spectra for two Junctions with similar barrier length.

Fig. 4. Computed I-V Curves for Junction A and Junction B.
2

of 5 × 5 × 300 was used in the transport calculations whilst a 9 𝑥 9
sampling was used to resolve the transmission.

Key to theoretically exploring the transport of the aluminum oxide
tunnel junctions with NEGF is the calculation of the Transmission
probability given by

𝑇 (𝜖) = 𝑇 𝑟[𝐺(𝜖)𝛤𝐿(𝜖)𝐺†(𝜖)𝛤𝑅(𝜖)] (1)

Where 𝐺(𝜖) is the retarded Green’s function and 𝛤𝐿∕𝑅 is the broadening
functions in terms of the self-energies. Full details of the NEGF method
can be found in the literature [11–13].

From the transmission probability, using the Landauer–Buttiker
formalism, where current is computed as:

𝐼 = 2𝑒2
ℎ ∫ 𝑇 (𝜖)[𝑓𝐿(𝜖) − 𝑓𝑅(𝜖)]𝑑𝜖 (2)

where 𝑓𝐿∕𝑅 are the Fermi functions of the electrodes [13].
Normal state resistance is a key junction parameter, as it can be

related to the critical current of the tunnel junction when superconduct-
ing, through the Ambegaokar–Baratoff equation [14]. The resistance
of the model junctions are calculated first by calculating the zero bias
conductance of the system:

𝐺 = −2𝑒2
ℎ ∫ 𝑇 (𝜖)

𝛿𝑓0(𝜖)
𝛿𝜖

𝑑𝜖 (3)

where 𝑓0 is the equilibrium Fermi–Dirac distribution function, the
resistance can then be estimated from the inverse of conductance:

𝑅𝑁 = 1
𝐺

(4)

3. Results and discussion

For accurate modeling of the Al/AlO𝑥/Al it is key to ensure an
amorphous oxide barrier. This is generated through Molecular Dynam-
ics (MD) simulated annealing method as previously described in the
literature [15]. The amorphous barrier is then placed between bulk
aluminum electrodes and relaxed using DFTB geometry optimization
to approximate the Al-AlO𝑥 interface. This method is repeated for
different oxide barrier lengths in order to explore the influence of the
barrier length on the junction transport properties. An example model
of the junctions studied in this work is shown in Fig. 1. The final
device is studied by combining DFTB and NEGF methods to explore the
electron transport (tunneling current) in the device in normal operation
(i.e not superconducting conditions). The computed resistance from
13 different junctions are shown in Fig. 2. It is expected that the
relationship between barrier length and resistance is exponential, with
increasing barrier length the resistance increases. As can be seen from
Fig. 2 the relationship is not straightforward. A slight exponential
relationship can be seen as guided by the red-dashed line. However,
there is considerable variability in resistance values for junctions with
similar barrier lengths. This is clearly seen at ≈ 12 �̂�, the junctions
have a similar barrier length but differ in resistance by a factor of 4.
Work carried out by Dorneles et al. showed that in some Al/AlO𝑥/Al
junctions the effective tunneling area was significantly smaller than the
actual area of the device [5]. Furthermore, this indicates a different
‘‘effective barrier length’’ compared to the physical one. The results

of our simulations could be explained by the existence of an effective
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Fig. 5. PLDOS for Junction A and B which provides an insight to the different electronic structure of the barriers.
barrier length. Hence, significant variability in Resistance (R) for junc-
tions with similar measured barrier length arises due to considerably
different effective tunneling area due to the local atomic structure in
the barrier.

To further explore how the nature of the amorphous barrier influ-
ences the tunneling probability and hence the current flow which leads
to significant variability in resistance, the rest of this paper focuses on
two junctions (A and B) with similar physical barrier lengths (12 and
12.3 Â) which differ considerably in normal state resistance (70.8 and
16.5 kΩ). The predicted Transmission spectra for these two junctions
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows that the transmission of these two junctions vary
considerably (despite peaks at similar energies), hence the difference
in resistance. Despite very similar barrier length, stoichiometry and
density, the inherent differences in disorder of the amorphous barriers
leads to different effective tunneling pathways and subsequently dif-
ferent effective barrier length. This is highlighted when comparing the
Transmission spectra of these two junctions and thus the resistance of
the barriers.

The Current–Voltage (I–V) characteristics for both junctions were
computed between an applied drain bias of 0-1 V. This is shown in
Fig. 4. The IV Curves are consistent with the respective resistances.
Junction B (which has lower resistance) is predicted to have a consid-
erably higher current than that for Junction A. This clearly highlights
the sensitivity of the transport to the atomic structure of the amorphous
barrier. Although the barrier length only differs by 0.3 Angstroms,
the effective area of the barrier which is responsible for the tunneling
current must be considerably different for these two junctions.

Further analysis of the electronic structure of the two junctions
reveals how the local atomic structure of the amorphous barrier sensi-
tively influences the transport properties. The Projected Local Density
of States (PLDOS), shown in Fig. 5, help explain the predicted resis-
tances of the junctions. Small gaps in DOS around the Fermi level
(’pinholes’) are evident for Junction A. This break in DOS leads to a
break in conduction pathways, increasing the resistance of the junction.
As this is projected on the local atomic structure, it clearly shows how
the differences in local structure and disorder of the amorphous AlO𝑥
has a significant effect on the junction transport.

Fig. 6 shows the transmission pathways at the Fermi level for
both Junction A and Junction B. Analysis of transmission pathways
is a key advantage of our atomistic approach. It illustrates, there are
dominant atoms in an area of the amorphous barrier responsible for
electron transport. Here, an insight can be gained on why the resis-
tance varies considerably despite similar barrier length, stoichiometry,
3

Fig. 6. (a) Transmission Pathways at Fermi level for Junction A (b) Transmission
Pathways at Fermi level for B, illustrating considerable differences in tunneling despite
similar barrier length.

density. Breaking down the local bond contributions to the T(E) at
specific energies (Fermi-energy in Fig. 6) shows that Metal–Metal bonds
have the highest contribution, indicative of ‘‘metallic hotspots’’ in
the barrier. This finding is consistent with previous reports in the
literature [10,15]. When inspecting the Transmission pathways at dif-
ferent energy, there are always common atoms responsible for all
transmission, highlighting the ‘‘hot spots’’ and effective tunneling area
hypothesis.

Understanding how the amorphous barrier influences the transport
of the model junctions and real junctions is critical for improving
device to device variability and reducing two level defects in the
systems. Improving this is key to several applications of the Al/AlO𝑥/Al
tunnel barriers. Evidence of an effective tunnel barrier, smaller than a
physical one, is significant for understanding variability. The challenge
is two-fold, quantifying this barrier and understanding what structural
characteristics lead to the effective barrier. One hypothesis is the
structural order and positioning of oxygen throughout the barrier. The
more oxide in the barrier the larger the resistance, therefore it would
be sensible to suggest that the local arrangement of oxide will be key
to the resistance of the device. As the barriers are amorphous this can
differ significantly.

The transmission pathways show a concentration of metal–metal
pathways. By computing the electron density map of the structure, as
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Fig. 7. Electron Density map of (a) Junction A and (b) Junction B. This 2-D xy cutplane
was taken at 0.1*X-direction of the device. The yellow ‘‘hotspots’’ are concentrated at
regions of high oxygen concentration. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

in Fig. 7, the picture becomes clearer. The intense yellow heat-map
shows the concentration of electron density around the oxygen. From
this particular cut, it can be seen a more intense heat-map for Junction
A than B, with more ‘‘gaps’’ through the barrier for Junction B. This is
further evidence of how the local structure sensitively affects tunneling
probability (and so resistance). Although only one cut plane of electron
density for each junction is reported here for brevity, similar pattern is
evident across the entire device in both cases.

4. Conclusion

This work has combined DFTB and NEGF atomistic methods to
study a wide range of model Al/AlO𝑥/Al tunnel junctions with different
amorphous AlO𝑥 barrier lengths. An insight has been gained into the
relationship between the barrier length and the resistance of the device,
a key parameter for understanding the superconducting critical currents
of the junction.

The simulations show a weak exponential relationship between
barrier length and resistance, whilst a wide variability across the junc-
tions is observed. This wide variability is evidence of how the local
structure of the barrier sensitively affects the transport. Furthermore,
the simulations provide further evidence for the existence of an effec-
tive tunneling barrier which is significantly smaller than the physical
one. This helps explain the unexpected variability. Further work will
focus on understanding what characteristics of the structure of the
barrier controls the resistance. In addition, quantifying the effective
barrier/tunneling area is currently being explored.
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